
 Chat With Astrologer And Start 
Your Business For 100% Success



 Know why it is important to Live Chat with Astrologer before you start a business 
and get the remedies to make it successful. Read now!

https://www.mypandit.com/chat-with-astrologer/


Have you ever thought, why do millions of people 
rely on Astrology and horoscope readings? It is 
the hope to feel their lives in a better form and 
Astrology provides accurate solutions based on 
each horoscope and the zodiac sign.

It guides us through every phase of life 
situations. All you need is to consult an expert 
astrologer for proper guidance in order to achieve 
success in your business. 

https://www.mypandit.com/zodiac-signs/


Have A Look: New Business Opening Muhurat In 2022

Astrology is the branch of science that deals with the planetary 
positions and their influence on human beings and their lives. .

It tells us the past, present and future based on the celestial 
configurations and reveals how it impacts the day to day life. Each 
planetary position in the horoscope will provide an exact idea about 
your health, wealth, happiness, mental status, business, marriage life, 
career, relationships, love and so on. Here we show you about the 
benefits of approaching astrologers in Singapore before you start a 
business. 



Also Read: Career And Business Horoscope 2022

Starting a Business? Why Should You Chat With an Astrologer?
A professional astrologer is capable of answering all your questions regarding 
business, say, “is it good to start”, “when and where to start”, “will the business 
bring success” etc. 

● Astrology is a Science That Never Fails

Astrologers’ predictions are based on the birth chart which is calculated when 
a baby is born. There will be 12 houses in the birth chart and each house 
represents the planetary influence on the native during his birth. The chart 
gives an exact idea about the mental state, how new ideas bring success to the 
native etc.  

https://www.mypandit.com/kundli/


● Get To Know the Best and Worst Situations Ahead

The best astrologers in Nepal help to identify what comes next in your life. They also tell you 
the best and worst periods that may come to your life. This is really helpful when you wish 
to start your own business as you can know the path to success and comprehend the 
difficult times ahead. 

● Get to Know The Reason For Your Worries

Stress and worries are an integral part of life as everyone has some sort of trouble.  
Problems  pile up more when you are not able to find the root cause of your problems and 
fix it. Astrologers help to find the exact cause for your issues based on the horoscope and 
advise the apt solution for it. The benefit is that you will find mental peace thereafter which 
clears all your doubts and confusions in the mind. So, when you are in trouble, chat with an 
astrologer and turn out the negative situations in your life into positive ones. 



How Astrologers Help To Find Out The Best Business And Time to Start?

● The astrologers in Singapore analyse your horoscope thoroughly and choose the 
career and wealth house in it. It is said that if Jupiter is strong in your horoscope, you 
will excel in business. Jupiter gives good luck and fortune to your business. They see if 
Jupiter is placed in the 1st, 5th or 9th house which signifies   immense wealth to the 
native. 

● Astrologers make sure that the Sun is strong in the horoscope. If so, it is considered 
to be the best time to start your business. It is not an auspicious day to start a 
business when the sun starts to change the sign. 



● New business should not be started on Wednesday or Saturday as these days are 
considered inauspicious. If Saturn is strong in your horoscope, then you will have 
happy fortune and success in your deeds. So, the astrologers check for your Saturn 
placement to know if the business can be grown in every way. 

● Astrologers in Nepal check for the strength of the Moon in your birth chart because 
the moon is responsible for the mental state. Also, they don’t choose a new moon day 
which is inauspicious to start a business. 

● Finding out the dasha you are about to start the business is important as it will give a 
fairly accurate idea about the time to start the business. 

● A strong Mercury in the horoscope is best for commerce, trade and business. If the 
Mercury is transiting in its own sign, Virgo and Gemini, it makes the best time to start 
the business. 



Conclusion

Consulting an expert astrologer before starting the business not 
only gives you information about the time to start but also 
about the future of business and how it helps you to reap the 
success. Get the business astrology report from the 
professionals for your career dreams.

Are your business running at loss or do you need guidance for 
your new venture? Talk to astrologer for the right solution. 
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